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Yep, the money is in the list.

But NOT just any list.

You need a targeted list. You need a responsive list. And you need to put good content and great 
offers in front of this targeted, responsive list.

I know, you’ve heard this before. And maybe you’ve even tried to apply it to your own list-building 
efforts. But “offering good content and offers to a targeted list” is vague advice.

It’s hard to apply it, because you’re left with questions. And perhaps the #1 question: What, EXACT-
LY, should you send to your list?

If you’ve been looking for precise ideas to apply to your list, then you’re reading the right report. 
That’s because…

You’re about to discover 27 different types of content
you can send to your subscribers to get them to buy again and again!

Here’s how it works…

You build a mailing list of targeted prospects.

You start off by stocking this list with at least a half a dozen email messages. Each of these mes-
sages includes good content plus a pitch for a paid product.

Then you keep adding to your list of messages – and you keep promoting additional offers. 

Eventually you may have dozens of emails going out to your subscribers automatically. And when 
that happens, you’ll have your own hands-free profit center! All you have to do is focus on continu-
ing to build your list, while your autoresponder works as your 24/7 sales team to drop offers in front 
of your prospects and profits into your pocket.

Sound good? Then read on….
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Boost Your List Profits Using These Tips

Now before I share with you the 27 different ideas for content to send to your list, let me first give 
you four tips to help you build a profitable, responsive list…

Remember Your Overall Goal

You’re building a list because you want to make money, right?

Well in order for you to achieve that overall goal, you need to make sure each message you send 
does one or both of these things:

1. Builds a relationship with this list. People buy from those they know, like and trust. And  
 your autoresponder gives you an opportunity to build relationships with your subscribers,  
 by offering good content that genuinely helps your subscribers. Don’t be afraid to give  
 away your best tips, tricks, strategies and other content for free. When people see   
 the high-quality content you offer for free, they’ll eagerly purchase your paid    
 recommendations.

2. Promotes an offer. Obviously, in order to make money, you’re going to need to promote  
 offers. And that’s what this report is all about – creating an autoresponder series that  
 pushes a variety of offers. Just be sure you’re offering high-quality offers with honest   
 recommendations. If you wouldn’t recommend the offer to your best friend, then don’t  
 recommend it to your list.

Which brings us to the next point…

Pitch Paid Products From Message One

When someone first joins your list, you generally have their full attention. They’re eager to hear what 
you have to say. But as time goes on, their interest wanes. And that’s why you should start pitching 
products from the very first message that you send to your new subscribers.

I know, you’ve heard about “nurturing” your list, which people generally believe means no pitching 
offers in the beginning of the autoresponder series.
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Don’t believe it.

Because if you don’t start soft-promoting offers from the first email, you’ll just train your list to 
expect freebies.

Take a hint from any big company

Example: Sign up to the Dell computer newsletter. Yes, Dell does send you PC tips and tricks. 
But they also start sending you offers for paid products immediately.

You should do the same thing. You don’t need to do any hard sells, but you certainly should include 
a link for a paid product in just about every email you send to your subscribers.

Rotate Offers

One of the keys to making money with your list is to know which offers your list members are most 
responsive to. And the only way to know that for sure is by rotating and testing offers within your 
autoresponder series.

Example: If you have a dieting list, and you want to promote a book about cardio exercise, 
then test out three or four (or more) different cardio-related products to see which one gets 
the best results for you.

Create Evergreen Content

Imagine this…

You create an autoresponder series, and as time goes on you keep adding email messages to it. 
Pretty soon you have 28-30 messages in it, or enough content for about seven months if you send 
the messages out at weekly intervals. 

So listen: Even if someone signs up to your list TODAY, they won’t see your last email until seven 
months from now. And those who sign up for your list five months from now won’t see that last 
messages until a year from today. That’s why you need to make sure all the content you
 load up into your autoresponder is evergreen content.
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Yep, “evergreen content” is just what it sounds like – it’s always green. Always fresh. It doesn’t get 
outdated or stale. Generally, this is information that’s time-tested and proven. Don’t even bother 
mentioning new ideas or fads that are unlikely to stand the test of time.

Examples:

• Cardio exercise and portion control are two time-tested approaches to dieting. You can  
 add these tactics to your evergreen article.

• Talking about a brand-new diet supplement that just hit the market is NOT an evergreen  
 topic. Researchers might discover the pill doesn’t work. Worse yet, the pill might get   
 yanked from the shelves because it’s dangerous. Either way, it’s going to make YOU look  
 bad if you’re talking about an ineffective or dangerous supplement.

See the difference?

The first topic was relevant last year. It’s relevant today. And it will still be relevant a year from now. 
That’s why it’s an evergreen topic.

The second topic (on a brand new diet aid) isn’t evergreen. If you want to tell your list about it, you 
should do so via a live broadcast. But don’t add information about it in your autoresponder series, 
because it’s likely to get outdated.

The other thing you’ll want to keep in mind is to avoid any language that “dates” your email.

Examples:

• Don’t refer to a holiday like Christmas (as if it’s happening now), because the reader may  
 be reading your email in July.

• Don’t refer to an event that can date your email, like a presidential election, a Super Bowl  
 playoff, the opening of a new movie, the start of the Olympics, etc. 

 The exception is if you do it in broad, non-dating terms, such as “I’m thinking I’d
  like to go to the next Olympic winter games” (just don’t mention a date, any 
 athletes by name or where the games are being held).
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• Don’t refer to personal events, like you becoming a first-time parent. If you later talk   
 about your child being “three years old” in a live broadcast email, your readers will know  
 the autoresponder series emails are old.

Point is, don’t mention anything that gives your readers any indication of when you’re writing the 
email. Even if you’re creating great evergreen content that’s still “fresh,” your readers will assume 
it’s dated if they think you created the messages in the past.

Quick Recap

There you have it – four good ways to turn a good list into an even more profitable list. Now let’s 
turn our attention to what to write about. Read on…

Stock Your Autoresponder with These 27 Types of Emails

You don’t need to stock fully stock your autoresponder before you start building your list. 
Instead, you can create an initial series of emails (which we’ll get to in just a moment) and then 
simultaneously build your list while adding new messages.

So what kinds of messages should you add to your autoresponder? I’ve got 27 ideas for you…

1. Offer a Multi-Part Ecourse
This is actually a series of five to ten emails with which you use to initially stock your 
autoresponder.

It’s a great incentive to give to your prospects to encourage them to join your list, and it’s also a 
good way to “train” your subscribers to open and read your emails.

Each lesson would include step-by-step instructions and/or valuable tips for accomplishing what’s 
promised in the lesson title. But inside each lesson I’d also include a promotion.
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2. Give Away a Free Report

3. Share a “How To” Article

Remember your dual goal of building a relationship and/or promoting a product? You can use this 
type of email message to easily achieve both goals.

The free report will help you build goodwill and trust with your subscribers. But you can also use 
this free report to promote a product. Alternatively, you can include a promotion within the actual 
email itself. Or, of course, you can include a promotion both within the email as well as in the report.

The key to making this particular email work is to give a mini sales pitch so that people will down-
load and read the report.

Let’s see an example:

You’ll probably create and send quite a few content articles, like “how to” articles or tips articles 
(which we’ll get to in a moment).

The key to meeting your dual goal is to create useful, yet incomplete posts.

By useful, I mean that you send a stand-alone article that solves part of your prospect’s problem.

This helps you build trust with your prospects. Yet your article should also be incomplete, which 
means you can pitch the complete solution within or at the end of the article.

There are two ways to create a useful yet incomplete how to article:

1. Describe PART of a process in detail.

Example: You can give an in-depth description of how to exercise to lose weight.
But since nutrition is the other key to losing weight, the solution is incomplete. 
Thus you can pitch a weight loss product in the article.
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2.  Give an overview of the process. Here you can list the steps of a process and tell people  
 WHAT to do – but not HOW to do it. Then you pitch a solution that offers the full details.

Example: Let me give you an abbreviated example (your actual email will likely be at least 500 
words long). Here we’re using strategy #1, where you solve PART of the prospect’s problem 
completely…

Subject: How to Quickly and Easily Start Your Own Blog

Hi [First Name]

You’ve thought about starting a blog. You know you should, because it would be a great 
profit center for you. But maybe the tech details bog you down.

Not anymore! Read on for the complete step-by-step instructions for setting up your 
own blog…

Step 1: Get a Domain Name and Hosting. […Here you’d include complete instructions 
for this step…]

Step 2: Install Your Blog. […Here you’d include complete instructions for this step…]

Step 3: Change Your Blog’s Theme. […Here you’d include complete instructions for this step…]

And there you have it – the quick and easy way to set up your own blog in just a couple 
clicks using your host’s control panel.

As soon as you complete the above steps you can start blogging.

4. Share a “Top Tips” Article
As mentioned before, another way to create a useful yet incomplete article is by sharing tips. 
The tips are useful, yet the article is incomplete because it doesn’t deliver an entire solution
 to the reader.
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5. Send a Text Interview

Let me give you an example…

Subject: Top Three Tips for Building a Responsive Mailing List

Hi [Name],

Anyone can build (or even buy) a mailing list. But the key to big profits is to build a responsive 
list. Here are three tips for doing exactly that…

Tip 1: Be honest. Simple, but true – be honest in your recommendations. If you wouldn’t rec-
ommend it to your mother, then don’t recommend it to your list.

Tip 2: Set subscribers’ expectations upfront. Do you know one reason why people unsub-
scribe from lists? Because the newsletter doesn’t meet their expectations. That’s why you 
should set these expectations upfront – on your squeeze page – by telling prospects exactly 
what kind of content to expect and how often they’ll hear from you.

Tip 3: Stay in regular contact. You can’t build relationships with anyone (online or offline) un-
less you stay in regular contact. That’s why you should seek to contact your subscribers each 
and every week.

There are two ways to conduct an interview.

One way is by email, in which case you just send the completed interview to your readers. 
You can also do a verbal interview – such as on the phone – and then send the polished 
transcripts to your readers.

The second factor to consider is who’s the interviewer and who’s the interviewee. Specifically: 

a. Someone interviews you. This is a great way to establish credibility, because it
 establishes you as the expert.

b.  You interview someone else. This is a good way to provide fresh content from an 
 expert. If you sell affiliate products, you can even interview a product vendor
 (and then use your  affiliate link every time you mention the product).
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If the interview is short, you can copy it directly into your email message. Otherwise, you may want 
to link to a downloadable .PDF, or maybe even post it on your blog.

Just as with the free report, you can promote an offer from within the interview. Optionally, you may 
also do it from within the email you send to subscribers.
Let me give you one example of how to do this…

Subject: I spilled my guts about how to get free traffic…

Hi [name],

Last week I did an interview with marketing expert Joe Blow. Maybe he slipped some truth 
serum to me, because I revealed some of my best-kept free traffic secrets.

You can pick up the interview for free and discover these traffic secret by clicking here. Do it 
now – you might be surprised.

6. Compile Your Blog’s “Greatest Hits”
If you’ve maintained a blog for some time, then you no doubt have a collection of at least three to 
ten posts that are really useful and popular with your readers.

You can do a great service for your email subscribers by listing them all in one place. You can then 
promote offers from within these blog posts or from within your actual email.

For example…

Subject: Three Secrets to My Success

Hi [name],

I’ve shared a lot of tips and tricks with my readers both in this newsletter as well as on my blog. 
But there are three blog posts that stand out in particular. I consider these some of my most 
useful and popular posts. These are my “Greatest Hits” if you will…
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7. Give Access to a Video
A video is another freebie you can offer to your subscribers. And just as with the other freebies, you 
can promote offers from within the video as well as within the email you send, if you’d like.

Let me give you two examples of what kind of content to offer in a video:

Examples:

• You run a dog training site. You can offer a step-by-step video that shows how to teach a  
 dog to heel.

• You publish a gardening newsletter. You can offer a video that shows people how to create  
 a raised garden bed.

Now let me give you an example of the email you’d send. Notice how this example stirs up curiosity 
so that people watch the video…

Subject: Shocking Free Traffic Secret Revealed

Hi [name],

This traffic trick is so new that no one’s talking about it yet – and hardly anyone even knows 
about it, much less uses it. But today I’m letting the cat out of the bag so that you can start 
enjoying all the traffic it brings. 

Check out this free video: [link to a YouTube video].

Let me know how it works for you.
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8. Link to a Free Audio
This free audio could be a podcast, where you explain how to do something. Or this free audio could 
be an interview – either where you interviewed an expert, or someone else interviewed you.

As usual, the key is to present benefits and/or drum up curiosity so that your newsletter readers 
actually listen to your audio. Let me give you an example…

Subject: What’s the deal with rebrandable reports?

Hi [name],

Ever seen those reports that get spread across a niche like a prairie wildfire? Ever wished you 
knew the secrets of creating these kinds of reports for yourself?
Now you can discover these secrets and more, for free, by listening to my new podcast by 
clicking here.

It’s just 10 minutes long – but it’s the best 10 minutes you’ll invest in yourself all week.

Have you ever noticed that the same questions come up repeatedly in your niche? Now you can help 
your subscribers by compiling a FAQ – a list of frequently asked questions – and answering these 
questions.

What sort of questions should you include? These:

• The ones that pop up repeatedly on niche forums.
• The topics that get a lot of buzz on niche blogs.
• The questions people ask on Yahoo! Answers.
• The questions people ask you on your blog and via email.

Then you can compile a list of questions and answer them in a 500 to 1000 word article.
 If you have even more questions, you can split your article up and send it out 
over multiple days.

9. Create a FAQ
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Subject: Your Frequently Asked Traffic Questions… Answered

Hi [name],

If I had a nickel every time someone asked me a question about how to get traffic, I’d be a 
millionaire. Indeed, I see these same questions in my inbox and across the niche on a daily 
basis. Maybe you have the same questions. Here are your answers…

- What do you mean by “targeted” traffic?

All traffic is not created equal. Just as you wouldn’t try to sell t-shirts in a nudist colony, it 
doesn’t make much sense to put your dog-training offers in front of quilting enthusiasts. The 
key to good advertising is to put your ad in front of targeted prospects – these are members 
of your niche who’re eager and willing to buy what you’re selling.

- What’s better: A Facebook personal account or a FB Page?

If you’re already using your personal account for personal stuff (like sharing news and photos 
with friends), then keep it private. Instead, set up a Facebook Page. Not only does it make you 
look more professional, the content is also crawled by Google and other search engines.

- Which is better: PPC or SEO?

Which is better depends on your needs. PPC (pay per click) marketing is a good way to 
get fast traffic. But, of course, you have to pay to play – so you better have a good sales 
system already in place. SEO (search engine optimization) is free, but it can take time to see 
noticeable results. 

My suggestion? Use both as part of your overall marketing strategy.

- How do you outwit Google?

Forget about outwitting Google or any other third-party platform. Instead, focus on creating 
good content, which will naturally get you traffic and backlinks. This means creating 
content that your readers enjoy.
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Secondly, diversify. If one of your traffic sources dries up, you’ll still have plenty of traffic 
coming in if you’ve implemented a diversified advertising strategy.

- What’s the best way to get free traffic?

There is no single “best” way, as it depends on what you’re selling, your needs, your skills, etc. 
However, even if there was a single “best” way, I wouldn’t recommend it. That’s because you 
need to diversify your traffic strategies.

So here’s what I recommend instead: Create a strategy based on at least six to twelve of the 
most powerful free traffic strategies. 

P.S. I’m serious when I say diversification is the key. People who rely on one traffic source 
(such as Google) have been known to get wiped out overnight. Don’t let that happen to you. 
Get a Traffic Fuel membership today to protect yourself.

The key to making this particular email successful is to share an opinion on a popular topic, 
especially a controversy. Just be sure that the controversy is a long-standing, evergreen topic – 
otherwise your email will appear outdated.

Here’s an abbreviated example…

Subject: Should you dump your long sales letters?

Hi [name],

Have you seen the heated debates on forums and blogs? Seems like every time you turn 
around there’s another discussion popping up about whether to use long sales letters or 
short sales letters.

And wow, do people get passionate about their stance. I’m talking about people on both sides 
of the issue – otherwise rational people – who’re suddenly jumping up and down, turning red 
in the face and stomping their feet over this issue.

You know what I say? Calm down. Because the answer is ridiculously easy…

10. Share an Opinion
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Test it for yourself.

I know that’s just what I’ve done. Sometimes I end up with long sales letters. Sometimes I 
end up with short sales letters. And sometimes I end up with medium sales letters.

But the key is that I test it for myself. Brilliantly simple, right? And yet wildly profitable. 

P.S. The next time you see people throwing a fit over this issue, tell them that the only way to 
know for certain is to test. And don’t rely on anyone else’s results, because it all depends on 
your niche and your offer.

Since you’re creating evergreen content, you’re mainly sharing “tried and true” information.

However, one trick to impressing your readers is to share a twist on these classic strategies. That is, 
show your readers a new way of using a tool or idea.

Example: You can tell a list of bodybuilders how to use their barbellset to get a cardio workout 
(as most bodybuilders move heavy weights very slowly, not for cardio purposes). It’s not a 
groundbreaking twist, but it’s showing people a way to use their equipment in a new way.

11. Suggest a Twist

A checklist is another one of those useful (yet incomplete) freebies that you can send to your 
readers. If the checklist is short, you can include it directly in your message. Otherwise, you can 
send it via a printable .PDF. 

Examples:
• Send writers a checklist of how to research, outline and write an article.
• Send dog lovers a checklist of what to look for when they’re shopping around for a new  
 dog or puppy.
• Send job seekers a checklist of how to prepare for a job interview.

12. Send a Checklist
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Let me give you another example…

Subject: Use this handy checklist to find a good JV partner…

Hi [name],

Working with one or more JV (joint venture) partners is a great way to create products, 
drive traffic and get more sales. But this is only true if you’re working with a reputable 
partner. When in doubt, use my personal checklist to make sure you’re dealing with honest 
professionals…

- JV Partner Checklist

Did someone you know and trust recommend this person?

Has this person been in business for at least six months (preferably a year or longer)?

Did you run a Google search for:

• This person’s name?
• His products?
• His website?
• His business name?
• His email addresses?
• Other identifiers, such as his phone number?

Did your search reveal any of the following:

• Slow or no refunds, despite a stated refund policy? 
• Slow or no payment to affiliates?
• Customer service complaints?
• Complaints about poor-quality products?
• Other customer complaints?
• Other complaints from business associates?
• Serious allegations such as fraud or deceptive business practices?
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Yes, it takes a little time upfront to do this research, but it’s well worth it in the long run to 
ensure that you only associate your name with other reputable, honest business people.

Sincerely,
Jimmy D. Brown

P.S. Of course a joint venture partnership is just one of many ways you can use to get free 
traffic to your website. Discover the other free-traffic strategies here: www.traffic-fuel.com.

A mind map is a different way of presenting and organizing information. Rather than presenting 
information in a linear format (like this report), you can offer it via a mind map. 

This is where you start with an idea in the middle of the map, and then create “branches” out from 
that central idea.

Each branch can have its own branch. Thus at a quick glance it gives the reader an overview of an 
idea or process, plus it helps you see how all the topics are connected.

Here’s an example…

Subject: Here’s your free traffic strategy…

Hi [name],

I’ve told you before that the key to creating a great traffic strategy is to diversify.

Except when you start reading about all the traffic methods and thinking about all the steps 
you need to do to implement the strategy, it can get a little overwhelming.

Not anymore!

That’s because I created a mind map which gives you an overview of the best free traffic 
strategies. Click here to check out.

Be sure to print it off and hang it on the wall by your computer. It’s a great tool 
for staying focused!

13. Create a Mind Map
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Some of the tools you’ve learned about – like checklists and mind maps – are great gifts to give 
your subscribers… but they’re not the only tools you can offer.

You can build trust with your subscribers by offering them tools such as:

• Spreadsheets.
 Example: Offer dieters a spreadsheet to help track their progress.

• WordPress themes and plugins. These are great tools for online marketers and other 
bloggers.

• Software and apps. Lots of uses here.
 Example: Offer an app that locates the best discounts for your niche.

Here’s an example of how to offer your freebie while promoting a product…

Subject: Free Sharp-Looking WP Theme…

Hi [name],

When I first started blogging, I spent countless hours looking for the perfect WordPress 
theme. I wanted one that was flexible, easy to tweak, optimized for the search engines and 
compatible with the best WordPress plugins.

You know what?

That kind of theme didn’t seem to exist – so I hired a top developer and designer to create it 
for me. And now you can use this theme for free by clicking:

[link to your theme]

Enjoy!

14. Offer Other Free Tools or Resources
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There’s something you know how to do that many of your subscribers don’t.

It’s something they struggle with. And maybe they just need a clear blueprint or system so that they 
can start enjoying results, too.

That’s where this type of email comes in – here you offer a strategy, blueprint or system to help 
your subscribers evaluate something, complete a process, streamline a process, or otherwise find 
success.

The key here is the word “private”. That’s because you want your subscribers to feel special, like 
they’re members of an exclusive club (and they are).
So you tell them how to join a special forum where you do things like:

• Share tips you don’t reveal anywhere else.
• Give access to blueprints, tools and other freebies.
• Offer support and some coaching.

Here’s an example of the email you might send…

Subject: Free access to a private forum (for a limited time)…
Hi [name],
Heads up…

I’m thinking about adding a private forum membership as a bonus for anyone who becomes 
a member of www.traffic-fuel.com. Inside this forum I’ll personally share some of my best 
traffic tips and tricks.

But before I can do that, I need to get a few enthusiastic members into the forum to interact 
and ask questions. That’s where you come in.

For the next 48 hours, I’m offering a 100% free membership into the forum just for 
asking. All you have to do is click here to get started.
P.S. See you on the inside!

15. Reveal Your Blueprint or System

16. Give Access to a Private Forum
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This email is a great way to promote a product. And that’s because the idea here is to show your 
readers how to get the most out a product. You can show them how to use a product in a new way. 
Or you can just show them tips and tricks for getting the most benefit out of the product.

You can certain present this information via a text-based description (either in your email or as a 
downloadable .PDF). However, whenever possible or applicable, use a video to really demonstrate 
how to use the product.

17. Show How to Use a Product

No matter what niche you’re working in, you probably have a tried-and-true list of trusted resources 
that you use to do niche tasks. This list no doubt includes both free and paid resources.

Examples:

• Bodybuilders have a list of supplements and sources of information they use regularly to  
 improve their bodies.
• Gardening enthusiasts need everything from seed sources to blogs which offer tips and  
 tricks.

18. Compile Your Top Resources

While we’ve been talking about mainly informational articles to send to your newsletter list, now 
we’re going to turn our attention to articles that are more directly promotional. And the first one is 
the “teaser” post.

Just as the name suggests, the teaser post teases your readers, usually about an upcoming product 
launch. It drops hints about the product. It touts the benefits of the offer. It arouses curiosity.

19. Send a Teaser Post
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Let me give you an example…

Subject: It’s coming in two days…

Hi [name],

You’re just 48 hours away from getting the opportunity to change the entire course of your 
business.

If you’re struggling to get traffic, you’ll want to listen up. If you have a small advertising 
budget, you’ll want to pull your chair even closer. That’s because in two days you’re going to 
lay your eyes on a membership site that will teach you a new traffic strategy every month. 

Best of all, every single one of these strategies gets hordes of targeted traffic to your site… for 
free.

No more blowing through your entire ad budget just to get a few clicks. No more wasted 
money on untargeted traffic. No more endless tweaking, trying to find an ad buy that will 
create a return on your investment.

Because now the only thing you need to invest in is YOU. And in two days you’ll get that 
chance. 

Talk soon…

Here’s another directly promotional article, because you actually tell your readers the reasons why 
they should buy a product.

Hint: Any time you’re selling anything, your prospects will have objections. These are reasons 
why they think they should NOT buy your product. You can use this article to raise and then 
handle those objections, which allows you to smoothly close the sale.

20. Create a “Reasons Why” Post
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If you’re selling your own products, then you can easily arrange for a discount for your newsletter 
subscribers. But even if you’re selling an affiliate offer, you can often arrange a special discount with 
the vendor, exclusive only to your subscribers.

Note: If you do arrange a discount with a vendor, keep in mind that it’s going to need to be a 
permanent, ongoing discount. Since this is an evergreen autoresponder series, you can’t offer 
a “limited time” discount. 

21. Offer a Discount

This email is similar to the last one, except here you’re giving a bonus product to any subscribers 
who purchase your main offer. 

The key to making this email really work for you is to make sure the bonus product is desirable, 
valuable, and tightly related to your main offer.

Indeed, if the bonus product actually enhances the enjoyment or benefits of the main product, that’s 
even better. But either way, the point is to offer something your subscribers really want, which will 
help them push the “buy now” button on the main offer.

Examples: 
• You’re promoting a fly fishing book. You can offer a bonus set of videos that shows people  
 how to tie the flies and cast the line.

• You’re promoting a book about blogging. You can offer a free set of blog themes to anyone  
 who purchases the blogging course.
 

22. Extend a Bonus Product
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Here’s a (fictional) example…

Subject: Get The World’s Greatest Traffic Secret… for FREE?

Hi [name],

Have you heard about The World’s Greatest Traffic Secret?

If not, just search any blog or forum. Check out YouTube. Ask your friends on Facebook about 
it. I guarantee you’ll hear good things about this exciting report, because people can’t say 
enough good things about it.

That’s because this report reveals a little-known way to bring in an amazing amount of traffic 
in just 48 hours. It works in any niche. It works for any product. And it will work for you too.

Same idea here as the last one, except in this case you’re creating a bonus service. 

Examples:
• You’re selling a course about how to get into college. You can offer a college application  
 essay critique.

• You’re selling a dieting program. You can offer a free personal dieting consultation to   
 anyone who purchases the product.

A warning here: Unless you have some sort of automated (hands-free) service, this is a bonus 
that’s going to actually take time out of your schedule. Thus it may not be worth it to offer this type 
of bonus for an inexpensive product. If that’s the case, then only offer this bonus on higher-priced 
products.

23. Create a Bonus Service
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Earlier you learned about writing a teaser, which is when you whet your prospects’ appetites for an 
upcoming product launch (or even for an upcoming bonus or discount offer). Now this type of an 
email is a direct promotion.

This is where you send your subscribers an advertisement with the intention of getting them to buy 
the product ASAP.

24. Write a Direct Promotion

Your prospects want to believe you. But they also know you’re biased when you tell them about an 
offer. They know that you’re going to benefit financially if they buy the products and services that 
you recommend. So while they WANT to believe, there always a tiny bit suspicious and skeptical 
about the claims you’re making.

That’s where a testimonial comes in. This is where a satisfied customer comes forward and says, 
“Yes – the claims are true! This is a great product! It really works!”

And now your prospect believes your claims. After all, this neutral third-party has no reason to lie. 
He gets no benefit from praising your product. 

The other advantage of sharing testimonials is that they work as a form of social proof. This is 
particularly true if you’re able to share several strong testimonials. The prospect thinks, “Wow, all 
these people bought this product – maybe I should too.”

The key is to only share strong testimonials. Specifically, these are testimonials that talk about how 
well the product works. These are testimonials that specifically back up your claims. So if you claim 
your product is easy to use, then share those testimonials that say the product is indeed easy to 
use.

25. Provide Testimonials from Satisfied 
Customers
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Here’s another form of social proof. But instead of merely sharing a customer’s words of praise, you 
share his actual results.

Examples:
• You’d track a person for two months as they used your dieting program. Then you’d share  
 before and after weights, measurements and photos to prove your product worked.

• You show the before and after photos as well as the story of a customer who used your  
 “do it yourself” book to remodel his kitchen.

26. Share a Case Study

Let me be clear about this upfront: When you do a product review, you should share both the 
strengths and weaknesses of the product you’re reviewing. 

That’s because your prospect knows there’s no such thing as a perfect product. So if you don’t 
mention the perceived flaws, your prospects will think you’re hiding something. They’ll view you as 
dishonest. And when that happens, they won’t buy what you’re selling.

Whew – you just discovered 27 different types of emails you can send to your list. You’ll never run 
out of content ideas again! That’s because you can use each of these 27 ideas multiple times by 
sharing different strategies and different offers.

Now let’s wrap things up…

27. Do a Product Review
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Congratulations – you now know how to stock your autoresponder with dozens of different types 
of messages, content and offers! And that means you now know how to get your subscribers to buy 
from you again and again!

Just remember your dual goal:

• Build a relationship with your subscribers. You do this by being an honest newsletter   
 publisher who offers solid, trustworthy content and recommendations.

• Promote offers. You can slip a link into just about any type of email you send.
 As you  discovered, you can do soft-promotions where you include a link almost as an  
 afterthought   in your email. Or you can do a hard-sell occasionally, where you send out 
 a direct promotion.

But of course you’re not going to make money just because you now know how to stock your 
autoresponder with 27 different types of emails.

You need to actually create and upload these emails. And I suggest you do so starting today! So 
commit to writing at least one email today and one every day for the next month. Then get set to 
watch your business grow the hands-free way!

Conclusion
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